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Rock Around the R.ock Cycle

The rocks thot make up the Earth
are constantly being recycled. One
form of rock is often changed into
anotherfortn of rock through cerlain

processes of nature that occur over time.

ry
PURPOSE.' Use this activity to model the rock cycle. Remember, the candy represents
rock and wiil be referred to as "sedimentary rock", "metamorphic rock,', ,,igneous rock',,
"sediments", and "magma" in the procedure.

MATERIALS.' (per pair or group) 3 different colored Starburst candies, scissors, piece of
tin foil or small foil pie plate, hot plate, map colors or markers, paper, healy bookl, bhnk
rock cycle diagram

PROCEDT]KE:

1. Take your 3 different colored Starbursts and cut them into as many small pieces
as vou can. Put them in a pile and draw what you observe in your sediments
box on the rock cycle diagram.

Pick up the "sediments"and gently push them together so they all form into one
big piece. Set this piece down and draw what you observe in the sedimentary
rock box on the rock cycle diagram.

Now take your "sedimentary rock" and warm it in your hands for a while. place
the paper and book on top of the warrn "sedimentary rock" and press down on it.
Fold this in half and press down on it some more. Draw what you observe in the
metamorphic rock box on the rock cycle diagram.

Place your"' metamorphic rock" on the piece of tin foil. Turn on the hot plate and
place the tin foil on the hot plate. observe the "metamorphic rock" as it melts.
Draw what you observe in the magma box on your rock cycle diagram.

Take your foil offthe hot plate being careful not to spill the "magma,,. Set it on
the table and observe it as it cools and haidens. Draw what you obserye in the
iqneous roch box on your rock cycle diagram.

Take the hardened "igneous rock" and break it into "sediments". Repeat sep 2
again to form "sedimentary rock".
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Conclusions & Questions:

1. Use the following five processes to label every alrow on the rock cycle diagram:

Compaction and Cementation
Melting
Cooling and Hardening
Heat and Pressure
Weathering and Erosion

2.Wealready know that we could turn the sedimentary rock into metamorphic rock (we

did that in step #3.) How could you turn the sedimentary rock into igneous rock

without going through the metamorphic stage

3. you are probably starting to see that any form of rock can be changed into any other

form of rock. How coutd a rock be changed but still be classified as the same

form of rock?

4. What type of rock do you think forms from erupting volcanoes?

5. Which rock is formed from broken-down pieces of rock? How do you think these

pieces harden into rocks in nature?

6. How can this activity be described as a cycle?

7. Besides using Starbursts to represent minerals, how is this model of the rock cycle

different than the real rock cycle in nature?


